Letters to Worldnet Grace Ministries
May & June 2019
History of the World

- Past, Present, Future

The Coming 1000 Year Kingdom
(Originally presented May 2012)

#72 Families Restored & Believer's Identity Established
#73 Marriage, Families, & Vocations
#74 Criminal Justice -- Crime & Punishment, War & Peace

Letters received on April 30, 2019:
Excellent! Superb!

Kingdom!

Learning new truths of Jesus.
Paris, France

Exciting news of the Kingdom arrived to me at a sad moment.
I continue to listen to understand more.
Have any translations been performed?
Paris, France
Reply:
Unfortunately, no translations have been performed to our knowledge.
We are always open for volunteers.
Thank you for sharing this bittersweet yet significant moment in your life.
I’m sure you will never forget it!
God bless you as you continue to study His Word.
Connie Tatum

May 2019
Kingdom story actually excitement for me as I learn new.
Riyadh, Saudi Arabia

The account of Yeshua being the tolah jarred my entire thinking.
This is powerful.
{Life of Jesus # 59 – Jesus at the Cross – I am the Tolah, not a Man}
Tel Aviv, Israel

The Kingdom messages are resonating throughout the city
offering hope and anger
on the part of many of the churches!
One problem is that M le Prof is the only person we know who is 100% bilingual!
Salut M le Prof!
Paris, France

Study posted on RadicalGrace Bible Studies YouTube channel
and RadicalGrace.com May 5, 2019

28. Zechariah's First Vision
God sends His patrolling angels to stir up turmoil to expose evil
Today's left wing socialists" are actually
extreme right wing fascists

(There is no such thing as socialism !)
"Socialism" is actually "Fascism"

The explanation of the different socioeconomic systems is
the first I have ever heard that makes sense
and which accords with the facts.
I was so impressed that I am broaching the religious content with anticipation.
Paris, France

All true.
Fortunate my savior protect.
China

Excelling talking of government.
Many trust.
China

Finally someone has the courage to explain what really is.
I love the new information about Jesus.
Moscow, Russia

Very excellent Study of the right versus the left.
This is amazing for a religious Podcast.
Munich, Germany

Left right all same. Yes. Very wise.

Listen American. Don't be stupid crazy.
You showed me Jesus long times ago.
Shanghai, China

About the left and the right.
All exactly true.
Thank you for new understanding of Jesus.
Moscow, Russia

Mister Talker talk all good.
Talking of government. We know. But (we) trust Jesus.
Many trust (Jesus) all the time.
China

Superb explanation of the political spectrum
and I appreciate the all-new-to-me religious content.
Berlin, Germany

Stunning presentation of the left / right issue.
It gave new perspectives to me in the realm of religion
which has never interested me.
I look forward with haste to read about the life of Jesus.
Paris, France

Study posted on RadicalGrace.com May 22, 2019

Nations, Borders, Immigration,
Globalists vs Nationalists

Biblical Principles
for Nations, Borders, Sanctuary Cities
Controlled Entry of Immigrants

The newest study of nations, borders, immigration is stunningly insightful.
How many misguided Christians,
taught by ignorant preachers,
are espousing political agendas
which are contrary to what the Bible says!
Chicago, Illinois

Letters continue on the next page …

The excellent study of right vs. left led me to explore the site
and to discover “The Bible: Origin & Transmission” series.
This is a monumental presentation.
When I listened to the Septuagint study I did not know who the speaker was
but as soon as I began to listen to the New Testament section
I knew immediately who he was.
I will respect his obvious desire for anonymity.
I would however like to express my gratitude for this work
which captures for posterity the work of the committees
in establishing the New Testament text.
I realized that this professor is almost certainly the only person in the world
who would have the contacts and the background
to present this vital information.
Every believer needs to listen to this.
It is a difficult issue but he has presented it in the clearest possible way.
Keep listening and it will make sense.
This is an outstanding evangelist tool
because the Gospel is presented in astonishing clarity.
Vienna

EXCELLENT study on right and left.

And it is so interesting and informative
that my agnostic friends listen with great interest
and are accessing the site!
Always clear gospel message.
Paris, France

Mister Talker talking so funnily of the boy Jehu.
We like laugh.
Thank Jesus.

So we happy and laugh.

China

Study posted on RadicalGrace.com May 30, 2019

No–Nonsense Captain Jehu

Drains the swamp
Excerpts:. Beach Boys, "409".......Closing:. Surfaris, "Wipeout"

The lesson on Jehu is stunningly appropriate to the situation in America!!
Such a call to prayer!
Marie
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

The impersonation is awesome.

Response to Marie’s guestbook entry:
Thank you, Marie, for your comments!
You have articulated the very reasons we posted the study on
Captain Jehu at the top of our webpage.
Our desire was to encourage Christians to respond to Franklin Graham's
call to pray for President Trump this Sunday, June 2nd.
May the prayers be empowered with gospel verses.
(Examples can be found at RadicalGrace.com front page under
"Proclaiming the Gospel -- the Good News of Jesus Christ")
May the Lord's hand move mightily in our nation!
Connie Tatum

I can’t stop listening to the study of Jehu.
It is extremely funny -- the impersonation is dead on.
But what a sobering message and indictment
of believers who don't get it.
I am distributing this. I hope others do.
Christine
Fairfax, Virginia

Thank you, Christine!
Kudos to you and all the others for delivering to pastors and the media the posted
audios addressing our nation – our God-ordained president, the importance of
sealed borders, controlled entry of immigrants, and the destructive forces
of socialism (which is actually fascism).
Such distribution of the audios has proven to be the most effective means of
enlightening others of God’s blueprint for individuals and nations. Informed pastors
become emboldened to proclaim the Good News of Jesus Christ, so that the minds and
hearts of Americans may turn back to our Creator, Sustainer, and Redeemer.
God bless you, Christine, and all you other messengers! And God save America!
Connie Tatum

June 2019
The story of King Jehu is a masterpiece!!
The correlations with modern America are astonishing
and the impersonations are hilarious.
But the point is very serious.
I have contacted the local media both Christian and secular
and they actually have shown interest.
As always the gospel is presented as the simple message of good news that it is.
New York, New York

Great Old Testament Stories #18

No–Nonsense Captain Jehu

Drains the swamp
Excerpts:. Beach Boys, "409".......Closing:. Surfaris, "Wipeout"

The lessons of borders and nations is spectacular.
I know that some of our leaders, especially one in a very high position,
have listened and are responding.
I know his family.
I am very interested in the religious content.
France

Nations, Borders, Immigration,
Globalists vs Nationalist

Biblical Principles
for Nations, Borders, Sanctuary Cities
Controlled Entry of Immigrants

Letters continue on the next page . . .

The study of the borders and immigration has exposed
the ignorance of many pastors who,
probably well intentioned,
are advocating policies which are completely opposite to the Biblical outlines.
I have shared with many colleagues in political science
and have seen remarkable turnarounds in their thinking.
The Gospel presentation is astonishing in its clarity.
Rome, Italy

Americans need listen to story of Jehu before is too late.
Also should listen about Jesus before He is taken from you.
Do not think that cannot occur.
Kiev, Ukraine

Comment made:
Listeners,
This post presents a danger which can happen in any society, when the
good news of salvation by simple trust in Jesus as savior is removed from
the community / country.
When that happens, the country can either slide to official atheism or to a
state tolerated religion with no Gospel of Jesus {i.e., no cross}.
Johnny Tatum

I enjoy very much the wonderful story of Jehu.
I understand the references and I know the person who he talks like. Hahaha
I enjoy so much I listen 5 times.
Then I trust Jesus my savior.
Rotterdam, The Netherlands

Jehu - Great Old Testament Stories #18

The study of Jehu is spellbinding.
The parallels are obvious -- that is, once it was clearly presented.
Right thinking people need to share this.
I've been a Christian my entire life
but this is the first I've heard about the issue of
trusting in Jesus and nothing else.
Very thought provoking.
Sydney, New South Wales, Australia

Letters continue . . .

The study of Jehu is one of the most brilliant, energetic and persuasive presentations
I have ever heard.
I am very stubborn and yet, after listening (many times)
I completely changed virtually all of my political opinions!
The humor is essential.
Otherwise I would have never listened to an entire religious broadcast.
Above all I have a new respect for Jesus.
In fact my next studies will be from the life of Jesus on this site.
Berlin, Germany

Most admire borders lessons.
Especially grateful for message of Jesus as I comprehend it.
Cambodia

Excellent lesson concerning borders and security.
I sincerely hope that Americans pay careful attention.
Our city is ruined because of failure to protect citizens
from evil religion.

The message of Jesus is very exciting.
Marseilles, France

Amazing presentation of Jehu, combined with the borders and nations study!
These lessons have profoundly impacted my understanding of these matters
as well as my understanding of trusting in Jesus.

They have also stirred up incomprehensible rage!
Seattle, Washington

No–Nonsense Captain Jehu

Drains the swamp
Biblical Principles
for Nations, Borders, Sanctuary Cities
Controlled Entry of Immigrants

Hello Mister Talker.
Aaxia is new.
My name Aaxia.
Aaxia trust Jesus.
China

The teaching is excellent.
Every lesson captures attention as I learn about Jesus.
The teacher always focuses on Him
which makes me happy as I seek to know more about Him.
Riyadh, Saudi Arabia

Study posted on RadicalGrace.com June 28, 2019
Old Testament # 67

The Good Samaritan

JEsus takes a lawyer to task

